APPROVED TESTING DEVICES

LIST OF APPROVED TESTING DEVICES

DECELEROMETERS

AMINCO-JAMES
Model 5-4015
American Instrument Company
Silver Springs, Maryland 20910

ATLAS (Bear)
Model EB-495
Atlas Company
Springfield, New Jersey 07081

Bowmonk
Model Mark III, BOW 801-AC Brake Check Meter
Robert H. Wager Co., Inc
570 Montroyal Road
Rural Hall, NC 27045
Attn: Warren Lutz
336-969-6909
wlutz@wagerusa.com

COMMERCIAL VEHICLE CONSULTANTS
Models: Auto Stop Maxi (previously called FBT-101)
Auto Stop Mini (previously called FBT-102)
FBT-2000 and BT-BSP
144 Overlook Avenue – Staten Island
New York, NY 10304

MUTHER
Model Stopmeter
Muther Manufacturing Company
44 Binford Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02210

VC 2000, 3000 & 4000 BRAKE TEST COMPUTERS
Vericom Computers, Inc.
14320 James Road, Suite 200
Rogers, MN 55374
(763) 428-1381

BRAKE MACHINES

BEAR (Marquette)
Models 46-154 (1148), 47-16(4505), 47-105(450W), 47-107(4506), 440441, 451W, 1145, 4510, 4511
Marquette Mfg. Company
3800 North Dunlap Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55112

ATLAS (Bear)
Model EB450W
Atlas Company
Springfield, New Jersey 07081

BEAR
Model 47-700, 47-800
8001 Angling Road
Kalamazoo, Michigan
Approved for front-wheel drive vehicles

CLAYTON
Models B 8 CP-200; B 8 CP-400
Clayton Mfg. Company
Post Office Box 550
El Monte, California 91734

HEKA BRAKE ANALYZER
76 University Avenue
Rochester, New York 14605

AMMCO
Models 7350, 7375 (Bennett-Feragan)
Ammco Tools, Inc.
2100 Commonwealth
North Chicago, Illinois 60664
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BEAR (Marquette)
Model 47-108495
Marquette Mfg. Company
3800 North Dunlap Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55112

JOHN BEAN
Models 1360, 1361
John Bean Division
FMC Corporation
Lansing, Michigan 48909

TAPLEY
Models 84, 87
Tapley Products
53 Park Place
New York, New York 10007

WEAVER
Models WY-400, WY-75, WY-75.36,
Weaver Division, Dura Corporation
Walter Kidde & Company, Inc.
Paris, Kentucky 40361

MAHA USA
Model IW 2 PROFI
148 E. Highway 134
Pinckard, AL 36371
(847) 609-2580

MUSTANG DYNAMOMETER
2300 Pinnacle Pkwy.
Twinsburg, Ohio 44087-2368
Model: MD-03K-BT-SL
Approved for front wheel drive vehicles
(330) 963-5400

HUNTER ENGINEERING COMPANY
Model B400 and B400T (B4XX Series)
Model B414-08-GLV
Approved for front wheel drive vehicles
11250 Hunter Drive
Bridgeton, Missouri 63044-2391
(314) 731-3020

VEHICLE INSPECTION SYSTEMS, INC.
Model VIS Performance Brake Tester (PBBT)
(This model commonly known as VIS-Check)
2400 Lake Orange Drive, Suite 105
Orlando, Florida 32837
(407) 206-3615

TINT METERS

COMMERCIAL VEHICLE CONSULTANTS
Model: Autolight tint Meter
144 Overlook Avenue – Staten Island
New York, NY 10304
718-980-3651

Laser Labs, Inc.
Models 100, 200 and 400
Enforcer II, (Model 1000)
Inspector II, (Model 2000)
454 Firt Parish Road
Scituate, Massachusetts 02066
1-800-452-2344
Monroe PMP (Previously approved as Pocket Detective Tint Meter)
Models 2.1 (Part #801-0) and new model 2.1
68 South Squirrel Road
Auburn Hills, MI 48326-3249
1-800-440-3967

**LASH TESTING DEVICES**

LASH CHEK
Model VTI
Wallace Instruments, Inc.
Post Office Box 831
Gladewater, Texas 75647

**GAS CAP TESTERS**

Stant Mfg. Co.
Models 12370, 12470, 12300, 12400, 12440
1-800-822-3121 Ext. 330

Hickok/Waekon Corporation
Models FPT 2600 EX1, FPT 27 EX1
1-800-342-5080